
Uber Freight Exchange is your one-stop-
shop for savings, efficiencies and insights. 

In an ever-changing market, shippers must constantly reimagine each step of their 
operations, including their procurement strategies. When you unlock faster and 
easier ways to run bids for contract freight, you can focus on what’s important: 
growing your business.

That’s where Uber Freight Exchange comes in. As a shipper, you’ll be able to unlock 
efficiencies, strengthen relationships, and safeguard operations — all in one place. 
Built-in communication tools, easy-to-use bid functionality, and historical 
performance reporting will change how you operate across the board.

Get it done with Uber Freight Exchange

Save time and money
Run contract bids from start to finish with one tool. Uber Freight Exchange handles 
communications by automatically notifying and engaging with bid winners. Once 
bids are confirmed, you can download pre-configured routing guides and rates to 
your TMS.

Make better and faster decisions
Access to rich data and insights allows you to optimize bids over time and streamline 
your operations. Simply start a contract bid directly from your TMS data and upload 
bid results to your routing guide. 

Improve communication
Keeping track of countless emails is one way to lose track of bids and time. With 
Uber Freight Exchange, all communications are centralized. Because both shippers 
and carriers are using it, everyone will be able to keep track of the current bid status.

Grow your network
Invite your existing carriers to bid on loads and tap into the growing and diverse 
carrier network powered by Uber Freight.

The all-in-one tool for your contract freight

Run better bids with speed, 
ease, and insights

“This tool will 
undoubtedly give the 
Uber Freight TMS a 
competitive advantage 
and bring considerable 
value to every customer 
who utilizes it.”

—Rayla McDonald, Supply 
Chain Specialist at C&D Trojan

Introducing Uber Freight Exchange

Join the waitlist

https://www.uberfreight.com/solutions/procurement-tool/

